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Crystal Rep orts 2008: Th e Com p l ete Ref eren ce
By George Peck

McGraw-Hill Education - Europe. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Crystal Reports
2008: The Complete Reference, George Peck, Your One-Stop Guide to Enterprise Reporting with
Crystal Reports 2008 Transform disconnected corporate data into compelling, interactive business
intelligence using all of the powerful tools available in Crystal Reports 2008. Through detailed
explanations, real-world examples, and expert advice, this comprehensive guide shows you how to
create, maintain, and distribute dynamic, visually appealing enterprise database reports. Crystal
Reports 2008: The Complete Reference explains how to select and gather pertinent business data,
organize it into manageable groups, and assemble it into user-friendly business reports. You will
learn how to improve report interactivity with sort controls and the parameter panel; solve complex
reporting problems with cross-tabs and subreports; integrate Crystal Xcelsius dashboards; reduce
development time; and publish your results to Web and Windows applications. Integrate pictures,
multimedia files, graphs, and charts Allow user-controlled report sorting with new sort controls
Develop sophisticated formulas and custom functions with the Formula Workshop Embed Flash
files, including Xcelsius 2008 interactive dashboards Create complex cross-tab reports with new
derived rows and columns Export reports into Word, Excel, Acrobat, and updated XML formats
Enhance Web interactivity with the new parameter panel...
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Reviews
A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which
is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- K itty Cr ooks
I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV
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